Abstract-The power tessellation (or power diagram or Laguerre diagram) turns out to be particularly useful in connection to a flexible class of random set models specified by an underlying process of interacting discs. We discuss how to simulate these models and calculate various geometric characteristics of power tessellations, where new relations for the characteristics are established. The proposed model is fitted to a heather dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper concerns the simulation of a random set given by a finite union of discs generated by a certain class of stochastic models. In this connection the power tessellation (or power diagram or Laguerre diagram) turns out to be particularly useful. As a running example for this paper, Fig. 1 shows a finite configuration of discs, and Fig. 2 shows the power tessellation of the union of these discs. The present paper is based on our previous work [11, 12] but now with a focus on the aspects related to power tessellations. A substantial part of this work has been the developments of codes in C and R for constructing power tessellations and making simulations of our models. The codes are available at www.math.aau.dk/˜jm/Codes.union.of.discs and at www.math.aau.dk/˜jm/Codes.likelihood. union.of.discs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II considers our stochastic models which extend the Boolean model based on a Poisson disc process (the commonly used disc process model) to a more flexible model class with interaction by specifying a probability distribution which depends on certain characteristics of the union of discs such as area, perimeter, and other geometric properties to be specified later. Section III provides the details on the power tessellation for a union of discs as needed for subsequent sections. Section IV considers a birth-death type algorithm for simulation of the disc processes, and Section V Figure 1 . A configuration of discs in general position. discusses in detail how successive power tessellations can be constructed when a new disc is added or an existing disc is removed. Section VI deals with geometric characteristics and inclusion-exclusion formulae for a union of discs and how to make local computations when considering a successive construction of power tessellations as in Sections IV and V. The section contains some new relations for the geometric characteristics which might be of general interest for readers interested in power diagrams. Section VII discusses the statistical aspects by considering a particular dataset and a fitted disc process based on our models. Section VIII contains concluding remarks.
II. STOCHASTIC MODELS
We use the following notation. The d-dimensional Euclidean space is denoted R d . Let S ⊂ R 2 be a bounded set defining the region of centres of discs to be considered in the sequel. Identify a two-dimensional closed disc b(z, r) with centre z ∈ S and radius r > 0 by the point x = (z, r) ∈ S ×(0, ∞). Then, denoting the disc process by X, a realization of X can be identified as a finite configuration of such points, i.e. X = {(z 1 , r 1 ), . . . , (z n , r n )} ⊂ S × (0, ∞) (0 ≤ n < ∞). Moreover, the corresponding realization of the random set, denoted U X , is U X = ∪ n i=1 b(z i , r i ). In the special case n = 0, we consider X = ∅ as the empty configuration and U X = ∅ as the empty subset of R 2 . The commonly used model for the random set is a Boolean model [9] . Then the distribution of X is specified by an intensity function ρ : S → [0, ∞) for the centres, where μ = S ρ(z) dz is assumed to be strictly positive and finite, together with a distribution Q on (0, ∞) for the radii. Specifically, the number N of discs specified by X is then Poisson distributed with mean μ, and conditional on N , the 2N random variables given by the centres and radii of the discs are mutually independent, each centre has density ρ(z)/μ on S, and each radius follows the distribution Q. In other words, X is a Poisson process on S × (0, ∞) with intensity measure dz Q(dr), see [9] . Since the independence properties of the Poisson process imply a lack of interaction, more interesting models have been introduced in [7] and further generalized in [11] to a class of models called T -interaction disc processes. Here T is the six-dimensional statistic
where A means area, L perimeter, χ Euler-Poincaré characteristic (i.e. the number of connected components minus the number of holes), N h number of holes, N ic number of isolated cells, and N bv number of boundary vertices. Section VI relates these characteristics to the cells of the power tessellation of U x . By an isolated cell we mean a disc which is not intersected by another disc in x, and a boundary vertex is the intersection point of two arcs of the boundary of U x . Moreover, let θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ 6 ) ∈ R 6 denote a six-dimensional parameter vector, and for vectors t = (t 1 , . . . , t 6 ) ∈ R 6 , define the usual inner product on R
6
by θ·t = 6 i=1 θ i t i . Then the density f θ of the T -interaction disc process X with respect to the Poisson process on S × (0, ∞) with intensity measure dz Q(dr) is given by
where θ is chosen such that the density is well-defined, i.e. such that
is finite (in the sum, if n = 0 then the integral is set to one). For a general characterization of the parameter space Θ = {θ ∈ R 6 : c θ < ∞} and a discussion on how to handle the intractable normalizing constant c θ when making simulation-based statistical inference based on Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, see [12, 13] . For instance, if Q has bounded support, then Θ = R 6 is the entire space. and further simulations can be found in [12] .
The reference Poisson process agrees with the Tinteraction disc process if θ = 0. When θ = 0, the density f θ (x) depends only on x through U x , or more precisely only on the geometric characteristics A(U x ), . . . , N bv (U x ). This is advantageous, since in applications often only U x may be observable (and possibly only within some window as discussed in Section VII) while x may be incompletely observed.
III. POWER TESSELLATION OF A UNION OF DISCS
This section defines and studies the power tessellation of a union of discs U = ∪ i∈I b i . For specificity we assume that the index set I = {1, . . . , n} is finite, though everything in this section immediately extends to the case where I is countable.
We assume that the discs b i , i ∈ I satisfy the general position assumption (henceforth GPA). This means the following. Identify R 2 with the hyperplane of R 3 spanned by the first two coordinate axes. For each disc b(z, r), define the ghost sphere s(z, r) = {y ∈ R 3 : y − z = r}, i.e. the hypersphere in R 3 with centre z and radius r. A configuration of discs is said to be in general position if the intersection of any k + 1 corresponding ghost spheres is either empty or a sphere of dimension 2 − k, where k = 1, 2, . . .. Note that the intersection is assumed to be empty if k > 2, and a sphere of dimension 0 is assumed to consists of two points. Fig. 1 shows a finite configuration of discs in general position. It can be verified that with probability one a realization of any disc process model considered in this paper satisfies the GPA, see [11] .
For each disc b i (i ∈ I) with ghost sphere s i , let s 
and the GPA implies that the non-empty C i have disjoint 2-dimensional relative interiors. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 3 , the non-empty C i form a tessellation (i.e. subdivision) of ∪ I s + i corresponding to the 2-dimensional pieces of upper ghost spheres "as seen from above". Projecting this tessellation onto R 2 , we obtain a tessellation of U, see Fig. 2 . Below we study this tessellation in some detail. 
For distinct i, j ∈ I, define the closed halfplane
Each V i is a convex polygon, since it is a finite intersection of closed halfplanes H i,j . The power cells have disjoint interiors, and by GPA, each V i is either empty or of dimension two. Consequently, the non-empty power cells V i , i ∈ J constitute a tessellation of R 2 called the power diagram (or Laguerre diagram), see [1] and the references therein. In the special case where all radii r i are equal, we have I = J and the power diagram is a Voronoi tessellation (e.g. [10, 14] ) where each cell V i contains z i in its interior. If the radii are not equal, a power cell
.
. By GPA and the one-to-one correspondence between B i and C i , the collection of sets B i , i ∈ J constitutes a subdivision of U into 2-dimensional convex sets with disjoint interiors. We call this the power tessellation of the union of discs and denote it by B. Further, if i ∈ J, we call B i the power cell restricted to its associated disc 
This is the line perpendicular to the line joining the centres of the two discs, and passing through the point
We call
The dual graph D to B has nodes equal to the centres z i , i ∈ J of discs generating non-empty cells, and each edge of D is given by two vertices z i and z j such that e i,j = ∅. See 
IV. ALGORITHMS FOR SIMULATION OF THE DISC

PROCESSES
We can construct the power tessellation of a finite union of discs by successively adding the discs one by one, keeping track on old and new edges and whether each disc generates a non-empty cell or not. This successive construction is considered in Section V and is much in line with a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to be discussed below for the simulation of the T -interaction disc process introduced in Section II.
A. The conditional intensity
The so-called Papangelou conditional intensity will play a key role. For a finite configuration x = {(z 1 , r 1 ), . . . , (z n , r n )} specifying n ∈ {0, 1, . . .} discs with centres in the bounded region S, and for v = (z, r) specifying another disc b(z, r) with centre in S, the Papangelou conditional intensity is defined by
. Combining (1)- (3), we obtain
where
as the conditional probability for observing a disc with centre in an infinitesimally small region around z of area dz and radius in an infinitesimally small interval around r of length dr, given that the remaining discs of the process are specified by x. Note that the model is specified by λ θ , since there is a one-to-one correspondence between f θ and λ θ . Moreover, in contrast to f θ , λ θ does not depend on the intractable normalizing constant c θ in (2) . Moreover, λ θ (x, v) depends only on local information in the sense that it only depends on v and those connected components of U x which are intersected by b(v). This is utilized when making simulations as discussed in Sections IV-B and VI-B.
B. Birth-death Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
Simulation of the reference Poisson process with intensity measure ρ(z) dz Q(dr) is straightforward using the definition of this process, see Section II and [13] . It is more complicated to simulate a T -interaction disc process with Papangelou conditional intensity (4) . In fact other models with λ θ (x, v) depending only on W (x, v) for W = A, L, χ, N h , N ic , N bv or other characteristics of the power tessellation may also be simulated by the following algorithm.
We use a simple version of the birth-death type Metropolis-Hastings algorithm studied in [5, 6, 13] to generate a Markov chain X t , t = 0, 1, . . . which converges towards the T -interaction disc process. The details are given below, where a birth is an addition of a disc and a death is a deletion of an existing disc.
Suppose X t = x is the state at iteration t. Then we generate a proposal which is either a 'birth' x∪{v} of a new discs v = (z, r) or a 'death' x \ {x i } of an old disc x i ∈ x. Each kind of proposal may happen with equal probability 1/2. Define
In case of a birth-proposal, z has a density on S proportional to ρ, and r follows the distribution Q. This proposal is accepted as the state at iteration t + 1 with probability min{1, H θ (x, v)}, where the Hastings ratio is given by
In case of a death-proposal, x i is a uniformly selected point from x, and the Hastings ratio in the acceptance probability of the proposal is now given by
(in the special case where x = ∅, we do nothing). Finally, if neither kind of proposal is accepted, we retain x at iteration t + 1.
As verified in [6] , the generated Markov chain is aperiodic and positive Harris recurrent, the chain converges towards the distribution of X, and Birkhoff's ergodic theorem establishes convergence of Monte Carlo estimates of mean values with respect to T -interaction process (2) . In some cases local stability is satisfied, meaning that for some constant K θ we have
see Proposition 7 in [11] . Then the chain is geometrical ergodic, and hence a central limit theorem applies for Monte Carlo estimates, see [2, 13, 15] . Moreover, from a computational perspective, the important point of the algorithm is that it only involves calculating the Papangelou conditional intensity, so only local computations of the statistics appearing in (4) are needed. Denote the support of Q by supp(Q), and the support of the intensity measure of the reference Poisson process by
Let N be the set of all finite configurations x ∈ Ω so that the discs given by x are in general position. In theory we may use any state of N as the initial state of the algorithm, but we have mainly used three kinds of initial states: 
V. SUCCESSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF POWER
TESSELLATIONS
This section explains how to construct a new power tessellation of a union of discs by adding a new ball (Section V-A) or deleting an old ball (Section V-B), assuming that the old power tessellation is known. This is exactly what is needed for the birth-death Metropolis-Hastings algorithm in Section IV-B. The constructions can easily be extended to keep track on the connected components of the union of discs, but to save space we omit those details.
A. The case where a new disc is added
Suppose we want to construct a new power tessellation 
B. The case where a disc is deleted
Suppose we are deleting the disc b n from a configuration {b 1 , . . . , b n } of n ≥ 1 discs, which are assumed to be in general position. We also assume that we know the power tessellation B old of U old = ∪ or is a completely new cell. One possibility could be to "reverse" the construction in Section V-A, where a new disc is added, however, we realized that it is easier to create the new edges without reversing the construction in Section V-A but using a construction as described below. This is partly explained by the fact that an old empty set B 
VI. CALCULATION OF CHARACTERISTICS OF POWER TESSELLATIONS AND UNIONS OF DISCS
A. Geometric characteristics and inclusion-exclusion formulae
Propositions 1-2 below concern various useful relations between certain geometric characteristics of the union of discs U = U x and of its power tessellation B = B x , assuming x ∈ N . Among other things, the results become useful in connection to verifying Ruelle stability (see [11] ), for computation of geometric characteristics in Section VI-B, and for the sequential construction of power tessellations considered in Section IV-B.
Define the number of connected components N cc = N cc (U), and the following characteristics of B: the number of non-empty cells N c = N c (B), the number of interior edges N ie = N ie (B), the number of edges N e = N be + N ie , the number of interior vertices N iv = N iv (B), and the number of vertices N v = N bv + N iv . These statistics do not appear in the T -interaction process specified by (1)- (2) since they cannot be determined from U but only from B, which usually in practice only U is observable (and possibly only within some window as discussed in Section VII). Furthermore, let N = n(x) denote the number of discs.
Proposition 1. We have
and
If N c ≥ 2 and N cc = 1, then
If N c ≥ 3 and N cc = 1, then
Moreover,
Proof. The inequalities in (6) clearly hold, and the identity in (6) follows from a simple counting argument, using that each interior edge has two endpoints, and exactly three interior edges emerge at each interior vertex. The first identity in (7) is just the definition of χ (see Section 2) and the second identity follows from Euler's formula.
Assuming N c ≥ 2 and N cc = 1, (8) follows from simple counting arguments, using first that exactly two boundary edges emerge at each boundary vertex, second the simple fact that N bv ≤ N v , and third that exactly three edges emerge at each vertex.
To verify (9) , consider the dual graph D. Since we assume that N c ≥ 3 and N cc = 1, D has N ie edges and N c vertices, and so by planar graph theory [16] , since D is a connected graph without multiple edges, the number of dual edges is bounded by 3N c − 6.
To verify (10) , note that N bv ≤ 2N ie , cf. (6) . Using (9) and considering a sum over all components, we obtain that N ie is bounded above by the number of components with two cells plus three times the number of components with three or more cells. Consequently, N bv ≤ 6N .
Finally, to verify (11) , note that N h is given by the sum of number of holes of all connected components of U, and a connected component consisting of one or two power cells has no holes, so it suffices to consider the case where N cc = 1 and N c ≥ 3. Then by (7) , N h is bounded above by 1 − (N c −N ie ), which in turn by (9) is bounded above by 2N c − 5.
Equation (11) is a main result in [7] . Our proof of (11) Kendall et al. [7] noticed the inclusion-exclusion formula for the functionals W = A, L, χ:
where the sums involve 2 n −1 terms. Using the power tessellation, inclusion-exclusion formulae with much fewer terms are given by (6)- (7) for χ and N bv , and by Proposition 2 below for A and L. In Proposition 2, I 1 (x), I 2 (x), and I 3 (x) denote index sets corresponding to non-empty cells, interior edges, and interior vertices of B x , respectively. Note that I 1 (x) and I 2 (x) correspond to the cliques in the dual graph D x consisting of 1 and 2 nodes, respectively, while I 3 (x) corresponds to the subset of 3-cliques {i, j, k} ∈ D x with
where the latter property is easily checked.
Proposition 2.
The following inclusion-exclusion formulae hold for the area and perimeter of the union of discs:
= e boundary edge of Bx
Proof. Equations (12) and (14) are due to Theorem 6.2 in [4] , while (13) and (15) follow immediately.
Edelsbrunner [4] establishes extensions to R d of the inclusion-exclusion formulae given by the second identities in (6), (12) , and (14) . Note that we cannot replace the sums in (12) by sums over all discs, pairs of discs, and triplets of discs from x.
B. Local calculations
For calculating the area and perimeter, the inclusionexclusion formulae (13) and (15) appear to be more suited than (12) and (14) when the computations are done in combination with the sequential constructions of power tessellations considered in Section IV-B and Section V. Note that we need only to do "local computations".
For example, suppose we are given the power tessellation old which are neighbours to B n with respect to the dual graph of B new , cf. Section V-A. Similarly, when a disc is deleted and the new tessellation is constructed, we need only local computations with respect to the discs intersecting the disc which is deleted, cf. Section V-B. Moreover, local In order to calculate (χ, N h ) or equivalently (N cc , N h ), we could keep track on the inner and outer boundary curves in our sequential constructions, using a clockwise and anticlockwise orientation for the two different types of boundary curves. However, in our MCMC simulation codes, we found it easier to keep track on N c , N ie , N iv , and N cc , and thereby obtain χ by the second equality in (7), and hence N h by the first inequality in (7). In either case, this is another kind of local computation.
Finally, let us explain in more detail how we can find the area A. We can easily determine the total area of all isolated cells of B. 
VII. STATISTICAL ASPECTS
As an illustrative application example, we consider the well known heather dataset first presented in Diggle [3] . Fig. 6 shows a binary image of the presence of heather (Calluna vulgaris, indicated by black) in a 10 × 20 m rectangular region W at Jädraås, Sweeden (henceforth units are meters). Assuming the heather plants grow from seedlings into roughly hemispherical bushes, a disc process model has a straightforward biological interpretation by identifying heather bushes and discs.
Edge effects occur, since the heather plants expand outside the observation window W , where W is a subset of S, the bounded region of plants centres. In fact S is unknown to us, but this problem and the problem of edge effects can be solved as discussed in detail in [12] ; for the present paper it suffices to think of S as a much larger region than W .
Diggle [3] and many other publications modelled the presence of heather by a stationary random-disc Boolean model, see the review in [12] . For the reference Poisson process, let ρ = 2.45 be constant on S and Q be the uniform distribution on [0, 0.53] (independent biological evidence suggests that the radii of heather plants should be less than 0.5 m, cf. [3] ; (3); see also the discussion in [12] ).
For the T -interaction process, let θ 5 = θ 6 = 0. This is mainly for convenience, since the number of isolated cells and the number of boundary vertices will be hard to determine from Fig. 6 , the heather plants may only approximately be discs, and only a digital image is observed where the resolution makes it difficult to identify circular structures. As discussed in [12] , the model can be reduced to the case where θ 3 = θ 4 so that θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 3 , 0, 0) and hence For further details, including a discussion of other fitted models and model controls, see again [12] .
Using simulations under the fitted model (16), we obtain an estimated intensity of plants given by 2.36 plants per unit area, and an estimated mean plant radius of 0.25 with an estimated standard deviation of 0.25. Further, Fig. 7 shows the estimated distribution of the plant radius, which is obviously different from a uniform distribution. Furthermore, Fig. 8 shows a simulation under the the reference Poisson process, and Fig. 9 a simulation under the fitted (A, L, N cc )-interaction process. These figures together with other plots in [12] indicate that the T -interaction process provides a much better fit than the traditional Boolean model.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have demonstrated the usefulness of the power tessellation of a union of discs and related results for geometric characteristics of this tessellation when simulating a disc process with a density which only depends on such characteristics. In this connection a successive construction of power tessellations when adding or removing a single disc has been developed, new interesting relations between the geometric characteristics have been established, and software have been developed and made publicly available.
As an application example, we have fitted our model to a heather dataset. Since the heather dataset are rather smooth while a disc process is naturally more rugged, possibly an even better fit may be obtained by replacing the disc process with a process of objects with a less restrictive form, e.g. obtained by considering random deformations of discs. To which extent the useful results discussed in this paper extend to the case of a process of objects with non-circular shapes is an open problem.
